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A subgroup H of a periodic group G is said to be Sylow permutable
in G if HS = SH for every Sylow subgroup S of G . Like normality,
Sylow permutability is not a transitive relation. In this paper we
characterize periodic locally soluble groups with Chernikov conju-
gacy classes (periodic locally soluble CC-groups) in which Sylow
permutability is a transitive relation (PST-groups) describing their
structure in a very detailed way then extending the structure of ﬁ-
nite soluble PST-groups. Moreover we give an effective construction
of these groups.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the theory of groups it is well-known the big inﬂuence that the normal subgroups of a group
and their distinct generalizations exert on the structure of the group itself. Here, we may quote some
highlighting examples.
• If every subgroup of a group G is normal, then either G is abelian or G is a direct product of
a quaternion group of order 8 by an elementary abelian 2-group and by a periodic 2′-group (this
is an old classical result due to R. Dedekind [9] and R. Baer [2]).
• If all subgroups of G are subnormal with bounded defect, then G is nilpotent (J.E. Roseblade [23]).
• If each subgroup of G has ﬁnitely many conjugates only, then the center of G has ﬁnite index
(B.H. Neumann [16]).
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of G . Thus the following generalization of the concept of normal subgroup arises in a natural way
from this fact. A subgroup H of a group G is said to be permutable or quasinormal if HK = K H for
every subgroup K of G . O. Ore [17,18] began the systematic study of the properties of permutable
subgroups. In particular, he was able to prove that every permutable subgroup of a ﬁnite group is
subnormal. Later on, S.E. Stonehewer [26] obtained a generalization of this result, as he proved that
a permutable subgroup H of an arbitrary group G is ascendant, that is there is a chain of subgroups
well ordered by inclusion and indexed by the corresponding ordinal numbers
H = H0  H1  · · ·  Hα  Hα+1  · · ·  Hγ = G
with the additional stipulation that for each limit ordinal λ the subgroup Hλ is the union of all sub-
groups Hβ , β < λ (an ascending series from H to G), which is an evident generalization of the concept
of subnormal subgroup. The structure of groups whose subgroups are permutable was completely de-
termined by K. Iwasawa (see [25, Theorem 2.4.14]). Nowadays the theory of permutable subgroups is
very well developed and it is rich in many interesting deep results (see the book [25]).
Clearly a subgroup H of a group G is permutable if and only if H〈g〉 = 〈g〉H for every element g
of G . If G is a periodic group, this assertion can be replaced by the following: a subgroup H of a
group G is permutable if and only if H〈g〉 = 〈g〉H for every p-element g of G and every prime p. In
particular, a subgroup H of a group G is permutable if and only if HK = K H for every p-subgroup K
of G and every prime p. This assertion is the basis to deﬁne a generalization of the concept of per-
mutable subgroup. Following O.H. Kegel [13], a subgroup H of G is said to be Sylow permutable in G
(or shortly S-permutable) if HS = SH for every Sylow p-subgroup S of G and every prime p. In the
mentioned paper [13], Kegel proved that every S-permutable subgroup of a ﬁnite group is subnormal.
In contrast with the result of Stonehewer mentioned above, an S-permutable subgroup of an inﬁ-
nite group need not be ascendant. Indeed there exists a locally ﬁnite p-group (in which it is obvious
that every subgroup is S-permutable) containing subgroups that are not ascendant (see [24]). The
theory of S-permutable subgroups is not well developed yet as less as the corresponding theory of
permutable subgroups is, though some interesting papers on the topic have appeared in the last years
(see [1,3–5,8] for example).
We should point out that none of the above mentioned embedding properties of subgroups is
transitive. The study of the groups in which the transitivity is satisﬁed is naturally linked to the in-
vestigation of the properties of the corresponding subgroups and have attracted many researchers in
the last ﬁfty years. Groups in which normality is transitive are called T -groups. Thus G is a T -group
if and only if whenever K  H  G , K is normal in H and H is normal in G then K is normal in G .
Finite soluble groups were characterized formerly by G. Zacher [27] and later on by W. Gaschütz [10];
it is shown that a T -group has an abelian normal Hall subgroup of odd order on which the group
induces power automorphisms. The structure and properties of inﬁnite soluble T -groups was studied
by D.J.S. Robinson in [22] and in other papers. Like normality, the relation to be a permutable sub-
group is not transitive. A group G is called a P T -group if the permutability is a transitive relation
in G (the deﬁnition is similar to the T -group replacing normal subgroup by permutable subgroup). The
structure of P T -groups has been studied very well. The study of ﬁnite P T -groups began with a pa-
per of G. Zacher [28]. Zacher determined the structure of ﬁnite soluble P T -groups in a similar way
to Gaschütz’ characterization of ﬁnite soluble T -groups [10]. Very recently, nice characterizations of
some classes of inﬁnite P T -groups have been obtained [7,6].
Similarly to the above properties, S-permutability is not a transitive relation. Thus a group G is
said to be a PST-group if S-permutability is a transitive relation in G , that is if H is an S-permutable
subgroup of G and K is an S-permutable subgroup of H , then K is an S-permutable subgroup of G .
Finite soluble PST-groups were studied and characterized by R.K. Agrawal [1] in a similar form than
Gaschütz’ and Zacher’s characterizations [10] and [28] mentioned above. For the reader’s convenience
we quote that result.
Theorem (Agrawal). A ﬁnite soluble group G is a PST-group if and only if G has an abelian Hall subgroup L of
odd order whose subgroups are G-invariant.
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terest in the study of the properties of S-permutable subgroups started in the last years. The aim
of this paper is to make a contribution to this new direction of research. Before starting, we remark
that the study of the concept of S-permutability and of S-permutable subgroups only makes sense
for periodic groups with a well-developed Sylow structure.
Consequently, throughout this paper group means periodic group. If G is a group, as usual, we
denote by Π(G) the set of primes occurring as divisors of the order of some element of G . On the
other hand, one of the good candidates to extend these ideas from ﬁnite groups to inﬁnite groups
is the class of periodic groups with Chernikov conjugacy classes. We recall that a group G is said to
have Chernikov conjugacy classes or G is a CC-group if G induces on the normal closure of any element
x ∈ G an automorphism group, which is a Chernikov group (that is, G is a CC-group if G/CG (xG) is
Chernikov for every x ∈ G). The class of CC-groups is a wide extension of important classes of groups
as the classes of ﬁnite groups, abelian groups and groups with ﬁnite conjugacy classes (FC-groups).
CC-groups were introduced by Ya.D. Polovickii˘ in [21], where he obtained the initial results of the
theory. For the reader’s convenience we quote some of the standard results on a periodic CC-group G
that we frequently apply in the sequel.
• If M ⊆ G is ﬁnite, then 〈M〉G is Chernikov (see [14, Theorem 3.13]).
• G is locally ﬁnite (see [14, Corollary 3.3]).
• If G is locally nilpotent, then G is hypercentral [19, 1.1.3].
In addition, periodic CC-groups have a well-behaved Sylow theory (see [20]); indeed Sylow subgroups
of a periodic CC-group are locally conjugate and then they behave well under taking quotients.
The main results from this paper give a reasonable and detailed characterization of the structure
of a periodic locally soluble CC-group that is a PST-group. Actually the ﬁrst result is a fair extension
of Agrawal’s theorem.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.6). Let L be the locally nilpotent residual of a periodic locally soluble
CC-group G. Then G is a PST-group if and only if the following assertions hold:
(i) L is abelian;
(ii) 2 /∈ Π(L);
(iii) Π(L) ∩ Π(G/L) = ∅;
(iv) the Sylow p-subgroup of L is Chernikov for each p ∈ Π(L); and
(v) every subgroup of L is G-invariant.
The proof of this result splits as follows. Most of the results of this paper are devoted to show
the necessity of the conditions of Theorem A (Theorem 3.4). The suﬃciency is a consequence of a
result (Proposition 3.5), interesting in its own right, which states that if G is a group that satisﬁes
the conditions (i)–(v) of Theorem A, then the ascendant subgroups of G are exactly the S-permutable
subgroups in G . This result has another important consequence, which is not an obvious consequence
of the deﬁnitions.
Corollary B (Corollary 3.7). The class of periodic locally soluble CC-groups that are PST-groups is closed under
taking subgroups.
Moreover the above result has another not less important virtue: it allows us to construct all pe-
riodic locally soluble CC-groups that are PST-groups. In fact we are able to establish that the groups
characterized in this paper can be embedded in groups described in a very detailed way. As men-
tioned above, this result gives a general and clear way to build up PST-groups that are (periodic
locally soluble) CC-groups.
Theorem C (Theorem 3.9). Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group G. Then G is PST-group if and only if
G can be embedded in a group H = (Drp∈Π(L) Gp) × U such that
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(2) each factor Gp = G/O p′ (G) of H is a semidirect product Gp = Dp  Cp , where
(i) Dp is an abelian Chernikov p-group such that CGp (Dp) = Dp ;
(ii) Cp is a ﬁnite abelian p′-subgroup; and
(iii) L ∼= Drp∈Π(L) Dp.
It is not too hard to deduce that the locally nilpotent residual L is complemented in G (Corollary 3.10).
2. Some properties of S-permutable subgroups in periodic CC-groups
Let G be a (periodic) group and let π be a subset of Π(G). Following O.H. Kegel [13], a sub-
group H of G is said to be π -permutable in G , if for every p ∈ π and every Sylow p-subgroup S of G
we have HS = SH ; obviously H is S-permutable if it is π -permutable for π = Π(G). We start by
establishing some auxiliary properties of π -permutable subgroups. The following lemma was proved
in [13, Hilfsatz 3] for ﬁnite groups, though it remains valid for arbitrary groups.
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. If L is a subgroup of H such that L is π -permutable in G, then
L is π -permutable in H.
Proof. Pick P ∈ Sylp(H), where p ∈ π . There exists a maximal p-subgroup P1 of G such that P  P1.
Clearly H ∩ P1 = P . Since L is π -permutable in G , it follows P L = (H ∩ P1)L = H ∩ P1L = H ∩ LP1 =
L(H ∩ P1) = LP . 
Proposition 2.2. Let L be a normal subgroup of a periodic CC-group G and let π ⊆ Π(G). If H is a
π -permutable subgroup of G, then HL/L is π -permutable in G/L.
Proof. Indeed, let S/L be a Sylow p-subgroup of G/L, p ∈ π . Then there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P
of G such that S/L = P L/L [20, Corollary 3.2]. Since H is π -permutable in G , HP = P H . Therefore
we have that
(HL/L)(S/L) = (HL/L)(P L/L) = HP L/L = P HL/L = (P L/L)(HL/L) = (S/L)(HL/L),
and then the result follows. 
The hypercentrality is the most impressive consequence on the structure of a periodic CC-group G
in which all subgroups are S-permutable.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a periodic CC-group. If every subgroup of G is S-permutable, then G is locally
nilpotent and therefore hypercentral.
Proof. Since G is locally ﬁnite, every ﬁnitely generated subgroup F of G is ﬁnite and has all its
subgroups S-permutable by Lemma 2.1. So F is nilpotent and then G is locally nilpotent. 
Note that every subgroup of the above G is ascendant.
From now on we study PST-groups to obtain some of the necessary conditions stated in Theo-
rem A. The following result is almost obvious.
Lemma 2.4. A subnormal subgroup H of a PST-group G is S-permutable.
Proof. Since G is a PST-group, it suﬃces to apply induction on the defect of a subnormal chain
between H and G . 
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PST-groups.
Proof. It is rather obvious that L is a PST-group.
We claim that G/L is a PST-group. For, let H/L be an S-permutable subgroup of G/L and let K/L
be an S-permutable subgroup of H/L. Pick p ∈ Π(H/L) and let P/L be an arbitrary Sylow p-subgroup
of H/L. By deﬁnition,
K P/L = (K/L)(P/L) = (P/L)(K/L) = P K/L.
In particular, K P = P K . Since H is a periodic CC-group, H has a Sylow p-subgroup U such that
P/L = U L/L [20, Corollary 3.2]. We have
KU = KU L = K P = P K = U LK = U K .
In other words, K is S-permutable in H . Similarly, H is S-permutable in G . It follows that K is
an S-permutable subgroup of G . Finally, Proposition 2.2 yields that K/L is S-permutable in G/L, as
claimed. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a normal p-subgroup of a periodic PST-group G, where p ∈ Π(G). Then 〈a〉Q = 〈a〉, for
each a ∈ A and each Sylow q-subgroup Q of G, where q is a prime other than p.
Proof. Being normal, A is S-permutable in G . A being a p-group, every subgroup of A is trivially
S-permutable in A and so, by transitivity, is S-permutable in G . Let a ∈ A and Q a Sylow q-subgroup
of G . Then 〈a〉Q = Q 〈a〉 and A ∩ Q = 〈1〉. Since A G , we see 〈a〉 = 〈a〉(A ∩ Q ) = A ∩ 〈a〉Q  〈a〉Q .
So Q  NG(〈a〉), i.e. 〈a〉Q = 〈a〉. 
Corollary 2.7. Let A be a normal p-subgroup of a periodic PST-group G, where p ∈ Π(G). Then 〈a〉〈g〉 = 〈a〉,
for each a ∈ A and each p′-element g ∈ G.
Proof. We have g = g1 · · · gm where g j is a q j-element, q j is a prime other than p, and 1  j m.
For any 1 j m, let Q j be a Sylow q j-subgroup of G such that g j ∈ Q j . Lemma 2.6 yields that 〈a〉
is a Q j-invariant subgroup for every 1 j m. In particular, 〈a〉 is a 〈g〉-invariant subgroup. 
The next consequences are crucial for the results of this research. It is established that the groups
under consideration are hypercyclic as well as some features of them are shown.
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group. If G is a PST-group, then G is hypercyclic.
Proof. Pick g ∈ G and put M = 〈g〉G so that M is a Chernikov subgroup. Since G is locally soluble,
M is soluble. Being soluble Chernikov, M has a ﬁnite G-invariant abelian p-subgroup A for some
prime p. Put C = CG(A). Clearly G/C is ﬁnite. We deﬁne
O p(G) = 〈g ∈ G ∣∣ g is a p′-element of G〉.
There is a Sylow p-subgroup P of G such that PC/C is a Sylow p-subgroup of G/C . Clearly A  P .
Moreover, since P/C ∩ P ∼= P/CP (A) is a ﬁnite p-group acting on the ﬁnite p-group A, there will
be 1 = a ∈ A ∩ ζ(P ). The subgroups C P/C and CO p(G)/C of the ﬁnite group G/C have coprime
indices and therefore G = C P O p(G). Since C P  CG(a) and O p(G)  NG(〈a〉), by Corollary 2.7, we
see that 〈a〉 G . Since, by Lemma 2.5, every quotient of G satisﬁes the hypothesis, we see that G is
hypercyclic. 
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group H such that G/H is a 2-group and 2 /∈ Π(H).
Proof. By Corollary 2.8, G is hypercyclic. Then G is locally ﬁnite supersoluble. From well-known prop-
erties of ﬁnite supersoluble groups it follows that the set H of all elements of G of odd order is a
subgroup with the stated properties. 
The locally nilpotent residual of a group G is the intersection of all normal subgroups H such that
G/H is locally nilpotent; we denote it by GLN . If G is a periodic CC-group, then G/GLN is hypercentral
since it is locally nilpotent. Also we have GLN =⋂p O p(G), because G/O p(G) is a p-group.
Corollary 2.10. Let L be the locally nilpotent residual of a periodic locally soluble CC-group G. If G is a PST-
group, then the following assertions hold:
(i) L is hypercentral, and
(ii) 2 /∈ Π(L).
Proof. Indeed, by Corollary 2.8, G is hypercyclic. It follows that [G,G] is hypercentral (see, for exam-
ple, [15, §64]). The obvious inclusion L  [G,G] implies that L is likewise hypercentral. Now we show
the assertion (ii). By Corollary 2.9, G has a normal Sylow 2′-subgroup H . Since G/H is a 2-group,
G/H is locally nilpotent. It follows that L  H . In particular, 2 /∈ Π(L). 
3. The characterization of the structure of periodic locally soluble CC-groups that are PST-groups
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group and let P be a normal p-subgroup of G such that
G/CG (P ) is not a p-group, where p is a prime. If G is a PST-group, then the following assertions hold:
(1) P is a Chernikov abelian subgroup.
(2) If g is a p′-element such that g /∈ CG (P ), then every subgroup of P is 〈g〉-invariant.
(3) [P , g] = P and CP (g) = 〈1〉.
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, every subgroup of P is 〈g〉-invariant. If F is an arbitrary ﬁnite subgroup of P ,
then F is 〈g〉-invariant and g induces on F a power automorphism. Application of [12, Hilfsatz 5]
proves that F is abelian. It follows that P is abelian. Let L be the local system of P consisting of
all ﬁnite subgroups of P . If B ∈ L, B is 〈g〉-invariant by condition (2). Applying [11, Theorem 5.3.5],









It follows that P = CP (g)[P , g]. But any of such B is abelian, then B = CB(g) × [B, g] by [11, Theo-
rem 5.2.3]. It follows that CP (g) ∩ [P , g] = 〈1〉, and therefore P = CP (g) × [P , g].
By the choice of g , we have P = CP (g), so that [P , g] = 〈1〉. Suppose that CP (g) = 〈1〉. Pick c ∈
CP (g) such that |c| = p and a ∈ [P , g] such that |a| = p. Then ag = ad , where d is a p′-number;
moreover d is non-congruent with 1 modulo p. Therefore, we have (ac)g = agcg = adc. On the other
hand, since ac /∈ CP (g), (ac)g = (ac)t , where t is also p′-number such that t is non-congruent with
1 modulo p. Hence adc = (ac)t = atct , thus d ≡ t (mod p) and t ≡ 1 (mod p). This contradiction
proves that CP (g) = 〈1〉 and hence [P , g] = P .
Finally, since G is a CC-group, G/CG (gG) is Chernikov. In particular, P/CP (g) is also Chernikov. The
equation CP (g) = 〈1〉 implies now that P is Chernikov. 
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then L is abelian.
Proof. We know that L is hypercentral. Put L = Drp∈Π(L) Lp , where Lp is the Sylow p-subgroup of L.
It suﬃces to show that every Lp is abelian: Consider R = Drr =p Lr . Since G/R inherits the hypothesis
on the statement and since L/R = (G/R)LN , we may assume that R = 1, i.e. L = Lp is a p-group.
If G/CG(L) is not a p-group, then Lemma 3.1 gives the result. If G/CG (L) is a p-group, then L 
O p(G)  CG(L), i.e. L  ζ(O p(G)) and L is again abelian (actually this case cannot appear: see the
proof of Lemma 3.3 below). 
Lemma 3.3. Let L be the locally nilpotent residual of a periodic locally soluble CC-group G. If G is a PST-group,
then Π(L) ∩ Π(G/L) = ∅.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, L is abelian. Then L = Drp∈Π(L) Lp , where Lp is the Sylow p-subgroup of L.
Given p ∈ Π(L) ∩ Π(G/L), we put R = Drr =p Lr . Clearly L/R is the locally nilpotent residual of G/R .
By Lemma 2.5, G/R is a periodic locally soluble CC-group and also a PST-group. We may therefore
assume that R = 1, i.e. L is a p-group. Since G/L is hypercentral, G/L has a unique Sylow p-subgroup
P/L. It follows that P > L is the unique Sylow p-subgroup of G .
We have L  O p(G). Moreover, G/L = P/L × O p(G)/L. If G/CG (P ) were a p-group, also G/CG (L)
would be a p-group. We had L  O p(G)  CG(P ) and also L  CG(O p(G)). In particular, L  ζ(P ) ∩
ζ(O p(G)), i.e. L  ζ(G). Now G would be hypercentral, i.e. L = 1, a contradiction. Therefore, G/CG (P )
is not a p-group. Now Lemma 3.1 applies: P is abelian and if g is a p′-element of G which does not
centralize P , then [P , g] = P . Since P/L is a G-central quotient, we have the contradiction [P , g] 
L < P = [P , g]. Therefore Π(L) ∩ Π(G/L) = ∅. 
We now are in a position to show the ﬁrst part of Theorem A.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group. If G is a PST-group, then the following assertions
hold:
(i) the locally nilpotent residual L of G is abelian;
(ii) 2 /∈ Π(L);
(iii) Π(L) ∩ Π(G/L) = ∅;
(iv) the Sylow p-subgroup of L is Chernikov for each p ∈ Π(L); and
(v) every subgroup of L is G-invariant.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows from Lemma 3.2, while assertion (ii) follows from Corollary 2.10 and
assertion (iii) follows from Lemma 3.3. Pick p ∈ Π(L) and let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of L. We
have already seen that G/CG (P ) cannot be a p-group: see Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.1, P is Chernikov.
Let x be an arbitrary element of G and let a be an arbitrary element of P . Then x = yz, where y is a
p′-element and z is a p-element. Then z ∈ P and [a, z] = 1, because P is abelian. If y ∈ CG(P ), then
[a, y] = 1. In particular, 〈a〉 is 〈x〉-invariant. If y /∈ CG(P ), then 〈a〉 is 〈x〉-invariant by Lemma 3.1. 
The next result is interesting in its own and it is a fundamental piece of work to show the converse
of the above result.
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group that satisﬁes the conditions (i)–(v) of Theo-
rem 3.4. If H is a subgroup of G, then H is an ascendant subgroup of G if and only if H is S-permutable
in G.
Proof. Let H be an ascendant subgroup of G . Put D = H ∩ L  G . We are going to show that H/D
is S-permutable in G/D . Since, by construction, (H/D) ∩ (L/D) = 〈1〉, we may clearly assume that
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is a prime other than p. Since G/L is hypercentral, [H/D, S/D]  U/D . On the other hand, HL/L is
a p-group and SL/L is a q-subgroup with q = p. It follows that [H, S] L. Therefore [H, S] L ∩ U
and so [H, S] D . Let P/D be a Sylow p-subgroup of G/D . Since H/D  U/D  G/D , we have that
H/D  U/D  P/D . Hence
(H/D)(P/D) = P/D = (P/D)(H/D),
so that H/D is S-permutable in G/D , as claimed.
If p ∈ Π(G) and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G , by [20, Corollary 3.2], P D/D is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G/D . Therefore
HP/D = (H/D)(P D/D) = (P D/D)(H/D) = P H/D,
and so HP = P H . Hence H is S-permutable in G .
Conversely, let H be an S-permutable subgroup of G . As above, we put D = H ∩ L  G . Proposi-
tion 2.2 yields that H/D is S-permutable in G/D . By deﬁnition, H/D ∩ L/D = 〈1〉. Since L is abelian,
L/D = Drp∈Π(L) Lp/D,
where Lp/D is the Sylow p-subgroup of L/D .
We claim that H/D = CG/D(L/D). Otherwise there exists some r ∈ Π(L/D) such that H/D 
CG/D(Lr/D). Put R/D = (H/D)(Lr/D). By Lemma 2.1, H/D is S-permutable in R/D . Condition (iii)
shows that Lr/D is a Sylow r-subgroup of R/D . Then
CG/D(Lr/D) = Lr/D × C/D,
where C/D = CH/D(Lr/D). By [25, Theorem 1.5.6.], (H/D)/(C/D) ∼= H/C is a ﬁnite abelian group.
Since G satisﬁes condition (iv), Lr/D is Chernikov. It follows that R/C = (H/C)(LrC/C) is Chernikov.
Let P/C be a Sylow p-subgroup of H/C . Since LrC/C is a Sylow r-subgroup of R/C , P/C is a
Sylow p-subgroup of R/C . By Proposition 2.2, H/C is S-permutable in R/C and P/C is also S-
permutable in R/C . It follows that P/C is normal in R/C . For, otherwise there exists some x ∈ R
such that P/C = P x/C and then (P/C)(P x/C) = (P x/C)(P/C) is a ﬁnite p-subgroup of R/C greater
than P/R , a contradiction. Hence H/C is normal in R/C . But in this case, H/D is a normal Sylow
r′-subgroup of R/D , which implies the equality R/D = Lr/D × H/D . In particular, H/D = CG/D(Lr/D),
a contradiction. This contradiction shows that H/D = CG/D(L/D), as claimed. We now have
CG/D(L/D) = L/D × Z/D,
where Z/D is the Sylow r′-subgroup of CG/D(Lr/D). Since G/L is hypercentral, Z/D is a normal
hypercentral subgroup of G/D . But every subgroup of a hypercentral group is ascendant, so that H/D
is ascendant in G/D . Therefore H is ascendant in G . 
Corollary 3.6. If G is a periodic locally soluble CC-group that satisﬁes the conditions (i)–(v) of Theorem 3.4,
then G is a PST-group.
Proof. Let U be an S-permutable subgroup of H and H an S-permutable subgroup of G . By Proposi-
tion 3.5, H is ascendant in G . On the other hand, H is a periodic locally soluble CC-group satisfying
the conditions (i)–(v). By Proposition 3.5, U is also ascendant in H . It follows that U is ascendant
in G . By Proposition 3.5, U is S-permutable in G . 
Corollary 3.7. Every subgroup of a periodic locally soluble CC-group and PST-group is a PST-group.
862 J.M. Muñoz-Escolano et al. / Journal of Algebra 323 (2010) 854–863To ﬁnish, we are going to establish that a group G that satisﬁes Theorem 3.4 can be embedded in
a group whose structure is determined by the Sylow structure of the locally nilpotent residual L of G
and the factor group G/L (Theorem C). This and Corollary 3.7 at once allow us to built up the groups
characterized in this paper.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a periodic CC-group and π a set of primes. Then G/Oπ ′ (G) can be embedded into
Drp∈π G/O p′ (G)
Proof. Clearly Oπ ′ (G) =⋂p∈π O p′ (G) and so Remak’s theorem gives rise to a monomorphism
ϕ :G/Oπ ′(G) → Drp∈π G/O p′(G)
such that ϕ(xOπ ′ (G)) = (xO p′ (G))p∈π . Indeed, if x ∈ G , then X = 〈x〉G is Chernikov and so Π(X) is
ﬁnite. Then X  O p′(G) for all p /∈ Π(X). It follows that xO p′ (G) = O p′ (G) for all p but ﬁnitely many.
Therefore, ϕ(G/Oπ ′ (G)) Drp∈π G/O p′ (G). 
Theorem 3.9. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group G. Then G is a PST-group if and only if G can be
embedded in a group H = (Drp∈Π(L) Gp) × U such that
(1) U ∼= G/L is a hypercentral CC-group, where L is the locally nilpotent residual of G; and
(2) each factor Gp = G/O p′ (G) of H is a semidirect product Gp = Dp  Cp , where
(i) Dp is an abelian Chernikov p-group and CGp (Dp) = Dp ;
(ii) Cp is a ﬁnite abelian p′-subgroup; and
(iii) L ∼= Drp∈Π(L) Dp.
Proof. Suppose that G is a PST-group, and let L be the locally nilpotent residual of G and put π =
Π(L). By Theorem 3.4, Oπ ′(G) ∩ Oπ (G) = Oπ ′ (G) ∩ L = 〈1〉, and, by Remak’s theorem,
G ↪→ G/Oπ ′(G) × G/L.
Applying Lemma 3.8, G/Oπ ′ (G) can be embedded in Drp∈π G/O p′ (G).
Given p ∈ π , we may decompose L = Lp × Q , where Lp is the Sylow p-subgroup of L and Q
is its Sylow p′-subgroup. Then Q  O p′(G). By Theorem 3.4, Π(G/L) ∩ π = ∅ and CG/Q (L/Q ) =
L/Q × R/Q . It follows that R = O p′ (G). Set Gp = G/R and Dp = LR/R so that Dp is the Sylow p-
subgroup of Gp . It follows that Dp is normal in Gp and Gp/Dp is a p′-group. Every element of Gp \Dp
induces a power automorphism on Dp . By [25, 1.5.1], Gp/CGp (Dp) is abelian. Therefore, Gp/Dp is a
ﬁnite abelian p′-group and the equality CGp (Dp) = Dp follows. The remainder properties are a fair
consequence of the structure of G (see Theorem 3.4).
Conversely, we remark that a direct product of Chernikov groups is a CC-group and hence H is a
CC-group. By Proposition 3.5, H is a PST-group, and it suﬃces to apply Corollary 3.7. 
Corollary 3.10. Let G be a periodic locally soluble CC-group. If G is a PST-group then the locally nilpotent
residual L of G has a complement.
Proof. Let H be the group described in Theorem 3.9. We identify G with its image in H . Under this
identiﬁcation, if L is the locally nilpotent residual of G , we have H = L  V , were
L = Drp∈Π(L) Dp and V = U (Drp∈Π(G) Cp).
Then G = G ∩ H = L(G ∩ V ) = L  (G ∩ V ), as required. 
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